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SECTION I

ABOUT AMERICAN STUDIES AT SLU
1. Welcome to the Department

Welcome to the graduate program in American Studies at Saint Louis University!

Our department is committed to excellence and originality in research, teaching, and service. Together, we work towards these goals by building strong mentoring relationships, establishing dynamic and innovative classroom experiences, and disseminating research through conferences, workshops, exhibits, and publications.

Our graduate students enter our programs with a variety of interests, skills, backgrounds, and professional histories. This is a strength of our interdisciplinary community. At the same time, graduate student cohorts move together through a rigorous curriculum designed to ground their efforts in a common experience and frame of reference.

This handbook serves as an outline of expectations, requirements, and policies regarding your coursework and degree work. Your faculty cohort advisor will go over these with you, and we keep a copy of the most recent handbook on our website. You should also keep this handbook as a reference as you proceed through the program. Both the Office of Graduate Education and the Department of American Studies can make policy changes, so we update this handbook almost every year. Should a major change be made after your first year, you will almost always be offered the option either to follow the new policies or to adhere to the ones from your year of entry.

No doubt you will have questions as you move through your program, but advising and support are easy to find. All incoming students are advised by a faculty cohort advisor until they choose their faculty advisor. For MA students, this is normally by the end of their first year; for doctoral students, this is normally by the end of their second year. Graduate students who begin to teach their own courses will also work with the Department’s Pedagogy Mentor. You will routinely receive feedback from the faculty members who teach your courses, who mentor you as a graduate assistant, and, later on, who serve on your committee. Should you choose to complete an internship, the faculty Internship Supervisor will support that process. In addition, all incoming students are assigned a peer mentor to help ease the transition to graduate school.

In short, each member of our American Studies community—staff, faculty, undergraduate and graduate students—will try to answer your questions, prod your thinking in new directions, and develop your skills. We are very happy to have you here, and we look forward to our work together in the years to come. Welcome to the department.
## 2. Faculty and Staff Contact Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heidi Ardizzone, PhD</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td><a href="mailto:heidi.ardizzone@slu.edu">heidi.ardizzone@slu.edu</a> (314) 977-7212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pedagogy Mentor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>242 Adorjan Hall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flannery Burke, PhD</td>
<td>Associate Professor (joint w/History)</td>
<td><a href="mailto:flannery.burke@slu.edu">flannery.burke@slu.edu</a> 314-977-2904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internship Supervisor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>215 Adorjan Hall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Looker, PhD</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td><a href="mailto:ben.looker@slu.edu">ben.looker@slu.edu</a> (314) 977-3008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Undergraduate Coordinator</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>112 Adorjan Hall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Lutenski, PhD</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td><a href="mailto:emily.lutenski@slu.edu">emily.lutenski@slu.edu</a> (314) 977-3516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Department Chair</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>131 Adorjan Hall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Moran, PhD</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td><a href="mailto:kate.moran@slu.edu">kate.moran@slu.edu</a> (314) 977-4150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graduate Coordinator</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>105 Adorjan Hall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terri L. Foster (she/her)</td>
<td>Administrative Assistant</td>
<td><a href="mailto:terri.foster@slu.edu">terri.foster@slu.edu</a> (314) 977-2911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emeriti Faculty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew J. Mancini, PhD</td>
<td>Professor Emeritus (retired 2017)</td>
<td><a href="mailto:matthew.mancini@slu.edu">matthew.mancini@slu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Kolmer, ASC, PhD</td>
<td>Professor Emerita (retired 2004)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence F. Barmann, PhD</td>
<td>Professor Emeritus (retired 2002)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Studies Subject Librarian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie Emery, MS</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jamie.emery@slu.edu">jamie.emery@slu.edu</a> (314) 977-3591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research &amp; Instruction Librarian/Professor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Remote work number: (314) 325-6111
3. Graduate Student Profiles

Here, the term “PhD student” refers to all students who have been accepted into programs culminating in receipt of a PhD, including those still formally in the MA phase of the MA-to-PhD program. “PhD candidate” refers to PhD students who have passed their comprehensive exams.

**Michael Brickey**  
PhD candidate | he/him  
michael.brickey@slu.edu  
*Dissertation working title: “Down to the Wire: Cultures of Energy, Politics of Infrastructure, and Energy Justice in the American Midwest since the 1970s”*

I study United States cultures of the 20th and 21st centuries with a focus on the culture and political economies of place. My research interests fall primarily at the interdisciplinary intersection of urban and environmental studies, but also cultural geography, critical race, ethnic, and Indigenous studies, and the energy humanities. My dissertation project will examine the politics of climate change, cultures of energy, and various entanglements over place in the American Midwest. I have a BA in Political Science with a Geography minor from the University of Missouri, an MA in history from San Diego State University, and an MA in American Studies from St. Louis University. In 2019, I helped to co-found the Graduate Public Humanities Working Group at SLU, a volunteer, student-run organization open to all graduate students in the humanities and social sciences with interest in the broad and diverse field of Public Humanities.

**Aretha D. Butler**  
PhD candidate  
aretha.butler@slu.edu  

I am a doctoral student, originally from the Bronx, New York, and began at SLU in Fall 2012. I am also pursuing a graduate minor in Women’s and Gender Studies at SLU. I attended DePauw University from 2005 to 2009 as a Posse Scholar and majored in Black Studies and Women’s Studies. After graduating from DePauw, I taught middle-school math in New York City as a Teach for America corps member. My current research interests include
black popular culture, transnational studies, and critical race theory and race in post–civil rights America.

**Gregory Carr**  
PhD student  
gregory.s.carr@slu.edu

I am a local St. Louis historian and PhD student in American Studies. My interests are in urban history and Black political activism. I have been studying the life and works of Martin Luther King, Jr. since graduate school and I am very interested in researching his influence on the ecumenical community in St. Louis. King spoke at Temple Israel (now the Missouri History Museum Archives), Christ Church Cathedral, Washington Tabernacle Missionary Baptist Church, and lastly, at Saint Louis University. His presence in St. Louis ranged from a casual breakfast with a former Morehouse classmate to addressing an interracial audience one day before he was given the Nobel Peace Prize.

**Bryonie Carter**  
PhD candidate  
bryonie.carter@slu.edu  
*Dissertation working title:* “Runemaker, Majic-Maker, Traveler: The Mystical Tourism of H.D. and Her Circle”

My research interests include modernism, feminist theories, mythology, and transnational literature. Currently, I am an Associate Professor of English and Chair of the Service-Learning and Civic Engagement Program at Saint Charles Community College.
Emily Colmo
PhD Candidate
emily.colmo@slu.edu

Dissertation working title: “More than Degrees: Activism at Women’s Colleges in the 1960s and 1970s”

I entered the American Studies department in 2017 with a BA in History from the University of Missouri–St. Louis. My courses at UMSL sparked my interest in the political, social, and cultural aspects of the 1960s as well as the factors that led to the rise of the modern American city. Since coming to SLU, I have become increasingly interested in constructions of femininity and masculinity, as well as popular culture representations of gender. I’ve decided to explore these areas further in American Studies because I find the field’s interdisciplinary approach to be the best way for me to truly understand my research interests. At SLU, I focus on the 1960s, urban studies, and women’s and gender studies. Moving on from my academic history, I am a proud St. Louisan who loves the St. Louis Blues and had a lifelong dream fulfilled when they won the Stanley Cup in 2019. I look forward to working with you all!

Alyssa Cook
Combined BA/MA student
alyssa.cook@slu.edu

I’m originally from a small town in rural Missouri and, seeing as there was virtually nothing else to do, I quickly turned to reading. This passion followed me to my undergraduate career and is now ingrained in everything I study. As a senior undergraduate and now a first-year master’s student, I have found myself completely enamored with the intersections of literature, rhetoric, and American culture. Dr. Emily Lutenski’s “American Mosaics,” one of the most formative courses I have taken thus far, is right on par with what I want to study. I hope to blur and blend lines between these seemingly disparate subjects and learn a more cohesive understanding of what they have to offer to each other and to those who study them.
Kimberly Cowan
PhD candidate
kimberly.cowan@slu.edu

*Dissertation working title:* “Teaching Mary, Training Martha: Catholic Education for Girls in St. Louis, Missouri, 1914–1945”

I am a current PhD candidate working on my dissertation, titled “Teaching Mary, Training Martha: Catholic Education for Girls in St. Louis, Missouri, 1914–1945.” My research pertains to St. Louis history, gender, education, and modernity. I also teach American Studies at a local high school.

Zackary Davis
PhD student
zackary.davis@slu.edu

I received my BA at The University of Texas in History, English, and American Studies. My predominant research interests include the history of American policing and efforts at resisting it, protest movements, decoloniality, water distribution, and cultural memory.

Manuela Engstler
PhD candidate
manuela.engstler@slu.edu

*Dissertation working title:* “Translating a Revolution: Black and White Panthers and the German Student Movement”

I’m a PhD candidate in American Studies, holding a bachelor’s degree from the University of Stuttgart, Germany, and a master’s degree from SLU. In my bachelor’s thesis I examined the impact of the German community on St. Louis society. For my master’s thesis, titled “Creating Germanness: German Civilian Internment during WWII at Crystal City, Texas,” I focused on the creation of a unified German culture during times of internment. Currently, I’m working on my dissertation titled “Translating a Revolution: Black and White Panthers and the German Student Movement,” examining the adaptation, appropriation, and exchange of ideas and ideology among these groups. My other research interests include transnational studies, civil rights and Black Power, as well as modern European history. With other graduate students from our department I have also
co-founded the Graduate Public Humanities Working Group, which is open to all grad students in the humanities and social sciences.
https://pubhumworkinggroup.wordpress.com

Amelia Flood
PhD candidate
amelia.flood@slu.edu


A St. Louis native, I have completed my master’s degree with distinction in American Studies and am currently all-but-dissertation on the path toward earning my doctorate. My dissertation examines the ways islanders, imperial agents, and islands-linked activists experienced and navigated the transition between Danish and US empires in the Danish West Indies/US Virgin Islands. My publications include “Neither citizen nor alien’: Migration, Territoriality, and Malfunctioning Empire in the US Virgin Islands,” published in summer 2020 in The Journal of Transnational American Studies. I have presented papers at conferences at SLU, the University of California–Santa Cruz, and the University of Copenhagen in Denmark. I have conducted research at archives on the US mainland and in the US Virgin Islands. My broader research interests include transnational American religion, empire, imperial transition, race, and immigration/migration history in the Gilded Age and Progressive Era. I hold a BA cum laude from Knox College in International Relations and Art History. While at Knox, I received a number of awards including a Ford Fellowship. Professionally I have worked as a newspaper reporter and editor, in the nonprofit sector as a grant writer, and in positions in research administration and communications in higher education.

Robin Hoover
PhD candidate
robin.hoover@slu.edu

Dissertation working title: “Closer to Nature: Land, Locals, and Gentrification in the Ozarks”

I received my Bachelor of Science degree in Journalism at Missouri State University and my Master of Social Science degree at the University of Colorado–Denver. I have research interests in transnationalism, environmental history, place and region, urban history, and the history of the American West.
Cicely B. Hunter  
PhD candidate  
cicely.hunter@slu.edu  
*Dissertation working title: “Blaring Silence: The Silent Protest of 1917 and Its Historical Influence on Activism”*

I am a doctoral student originally from Kenosha, Wisconsin, and I joined the SLU American Studies Department in Fall 2014. I graduated with a Bachelor of Arts degree from Marquette University in Spring 2014, double majoring in History and Political Science. My current research interests consist of early twentieth-century Black women’s history with an emphasis on memory and feminism.

Nathan Johnston  
PhD student  
nathan.johnston@slu.edu  

I joined the American Studies Program in Spring 2021 after many years in the classroom teaching American and World History to local high school students. I have a Bachelor of Journalism and a BA in History from the University of Missouri, and earned an MA in American Culture Studies from Washington University in St. Louis. Having recently begun the program, I have yet to determine a research focus, though my interests lie in urban studies, particularly the rise, fall, and renaissance of industrial Midwestern cities.

Cara Moore Lebonick  
PhD student | she/her  
cara.lebonick@slu.edu  

I have a BA in History with a Religious Studies minor as well as an MA in History with a post-baccalaureate in Museum Studies, both from Southern Illinois University–Edwardsville (SIUE). My master’s thesis focused on how St. Louis fits in with other historical blues cities and how the community growth of St. Louis affected the development of blues music. I hope to continue a St. Louis focus with my dissertation on the effect of the New Deal on local community building. This work began during my requirements for my American Studies MA from SLU. I work full time as an archives specialist at the National Archives at St. Louis. Prior to serving at NARA, I was a teaching assistant for SIUE’s history department, a graduate assistant at
SIUE’s University Museum, and a collections-management assistant at various museums. I have also worked as a lecturer at SIUE.

Anastasia Marchenko  
PhD student  
anastasia.marchenko@slu.edu

After graduating from Lomonosov Moscow State University in Russia with a BA and MA in philosophy and aesthetics in 2015, I quickly realized that I would like to continue my educational journey and gain an interdisciplinary perspective. SLU’s Department of American Studies perfectly fits my goals, and it is a privilege for me to be here. I am currently interested in exploring in depth the transformation of culture that took place over the course of the twentieth century in the United States. I see art as a powerful social weapon and truly believe that it could make a difference and change our society for the better.

Nathan Martel  
PhD student  
nathan.martel@slu.edu

I am interested in the intersection of music, culture, and race in postwar America. When I am not listening to records or reading about which band may or may not be your life, you can find me exploring local beer as an experience of microclimates. I also think about life in wartime and how that peanut butter will last a couple of days!

Uğur Öztürk  
PhD student  
ugur.ozturk@slu.edu

Originally from Turkey, I received a bachelor’s degree in American Culture and Literature from Bilkent University. In 2017, I earned my MA in American Studies from Penn State–Harrisburg. In fall 2018, I became a PhD student in SLU’s American Studies department. My research interests involve studying American neoliberalism as a cultural structure that brings market rationality, competition, individualism, and fetishization of wealth into all spheres of life. When I am
not studying popular culture to explore the traces of the neoliberal cultural structure, I enjoy writing short stories.

**Rebecca Stokem**  
PhD student | she/her/hers  
rebecca.stokem@slu.edu

I am a current second-year PhD student. I am originally from New Jersey, having received both my BA and MA in English from Seton Hall University, where I focused primarily on epistemology and genre conventions in the rise of the novel during the long-eighteenth century. My current research interests are in Cold War cultural politics, transnational studies, US empire, and twentieth- and twenty-first-century American fiction and popular culture, with a particular focus on war narratives and science fiction. I am also pursuing a graduate minor in Women’s and Gender Studies here at SLU. Outside of school, you can usually find me at the movie theater or playing Dungeons & Dragons.

**Emily Quartarone**  
PhD student | she/her/hers  
emily.quartarone@slu.edu

With a BFA in Theatre from Columbus State University and a year working for the Project Continua female biography project (now The New Historia), I came to the field of American Studies with a background in the arts and in public humanities. I earned my MA in American Studies along with a graduate certificate in Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies from The George Washington University in 2017. My research interests include transnationalism, film studies, and the horror genre. Specifically, I study American remakes of foreign horror films and attend to the cultural exchanges and appropriations as well as American exceptionalisms and revisionisms present in these interchanges. I am also a member of the Graduate Public Humanities Working Group here at SLU, and a former American Studies ambassador to the SLU Graduate Student Association.
Darby Ratliff
PhD student | she/her/hers
darby.ratliff@slu.edu

I’m a doctoral student from Cleveland, Ohio, by way of Buffalo, New York. I have a BA in English, creative writing, and political science and an MS in higher education and student affairs administration from Canisius College. I’m interested in religion, archival studies, and intersections between religion and popular culture. Currently, my research is focused on the Indigenous and African American communities to whom Catholic missionaries ministered during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

Kendyl M. Schmidt
PhD student
kendyl.schmidt@slu.edu

I am a doctoral student with a long and winding academic trajectory. After receiving my bachelor’s degree in Political Science and master’s in Public Administration, I spent several years working in healthcare before returning to Southern Illinois University Edwardsville for my master’s in History. I came to Saint Louis University to pursue my research interests which include nineteenth-century death culture and the relationship between science/medicine, religion, and death. I am fascinated by disease and society, my Hogwarts house is Ravenclaw, and my favorite dogs are Corgis.
4. History of American Studies at SLU

From its inception, the interdisciplinary endeavor of American Studies has excelled in framing new and exciting questions, expanding the range of sources for research, and devising fresh methodologies for scholarship. The broad contours of the field stretch back to the nineteenth century with the writings of Alexis de Tocqueville, Harriet Beecher Stowe, Ralph Emerson, and John Dewey. In the 1910s and 1920s, critics such as W. E. B. DuBois, Randolph Bourne, Van Wyck Brooks, and Jane Addams energized a generation of American intellectuals around basic questions of identity, culture, and citizenship in a multiethnic and multiracial society.

American Studies emerged in the 1930s as a movement within the universities, particularly among scholars of American literature and history at Yale University, Harvard University, and the University of Minnesota. Much of this generation’s work attempted to examine what practitioners then took to be the exceptional qualities of American society and culture. The first PhD in American Studies was granted in 1940 to Henry Nash Smith at Harvard. During the Cold War, universities grew dramatically in size and scope, and the American Studies enterprise expanded with new sources of government and foundation support.

American Studies at Saint Louis University was founded in this context. It initially took shape as a doctoral program housed in the History Department, as an initiative organized in 1963 by historian Martin F. Hasting (1913–2003) under a federal National Defense Education grant. After serving as Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences from 1958 to 1963, Hasting stepped down from the College leadership in order to establish the American Studies graduate curriculum. He continued to play a central role in the burgeoning PhD program until 1969, when he joined Plattsburgh State University in New York, founding a Canadian Studies program there.

In 1965, Saint Louis University granted its first American Studies PhD to Albert J. P. McCarthy (1918–1978), an assistant professor in geography at the University. By 1997, one hundred American Studies doctorates had been conferred by the University. (View a full dissertations list in the Appendix.) To date, Saint Louis University hosts the only American Studies PhD program at a Jesuit university, and the only such program at a
private university anywhere in the eleven-state region of the Mid-America American Studies Association.

In the 1960s and 1970s, feminism, African American and ethnic studies, and postcolonial theory challenged the American Studies field to incorporate a broader range of voices, and to work for greater inclusion of previously marginalized groups. It was during this period, in 1969, that Sister Elizabeth Kolmer, PhD, established American Studies as a freestanding, independent doctoral program at Saint Louis University, no longer under the aegis of any other academic unit. As director of the newly autonomous American Studies program, Professor Kolmer became the first woman ever named to head a degree-granting academic department or program within the College of Arts and Sciences.

In 1971, Professor Kolmer launched the Master of Arts program in American Studies, with more than twenty MA students earning degrees in the program’s first five years. This was followed in 1975 by the establishment of the American Studies undergraduate major. Over the years, many faculty contributed to the program through secondary appointments, creating a cross-disciplinary conversation among Americanists at the University.

As with most humanities fields, American Studies benefited through the 1980s from a deepening critical engagement with issues of race, gender, ethnicity, sexuality, class, and empire, and was shaped by the growing influence of anthropology, folklore studies, material culture studies, postcolonial studies, and visual culture analysis. Throughout the 1990s, American Studies scholars in the US joined with their colleagues abroad to promote the internationalization of the field. At Saint Louis University, the American Studies unit has been a contributor to this expanding global dialogue, particularly in its support of the Maastricht Centre for Transatlantic...
Studies in the Netherlands and through its exchange partnership with the American Studies Department at the University of Groningen. Most recently, in 2019, Professor Heidi Ardizzone continued this tradition by inaugurating a graduate-level exchange program with the Department of American Culture at Sogang University in Seoul, South Korea.

In 1995, American Studies at SLU obtained department status, a culmination of Professor Kolmer’s efforts to institutionalize the field within the University. Professor Kolmer’s contributions to the field were recognized in 1996, when the Mid-America American Studies Association established its annual Elizabeth Kolmer Award for American Studies advising and service, naming the prize in her honor. Upon Professor Kolmer’s retirement in 2004, the department’s classroom in Adorjan Hall was named the Kolmer Seminar Room in commemoration of her four decades of dedicated work as an American Studies teacher, mentor, scholar, and administrator.

In 2000, the University recruited Professor Matthew J. Mancini from Missouri State University to become the American Studies department chairperson. Professor Mancini completed the unit’s transformation from its former program configuration, which had relied heavily on secondary appointments, into a full-fledged operating department with its own dedicated tenure-track positions and resources.

During Professor Mancini’s fifteen years of leadership, the department deepened its programming at the graduate and undergraduate levels and attracted an increasingly competitive national applicant pool for its doctoral program. At various points during this span, the department’s full-time faculty included scholars such as Heidi Ardizzone, Lawrence Barmann, Candy Brown, Joseph Heathcott, Donna Knaff, Benjamin Looker, Shirley “Tuck” Loui, Emily Lutenski, Katherine Moran, Cindy Ott, Jonathan Smith, Shawn Michelle Smith, Deborah Whaley, and Susanne Wiedemann. Professor Mancini’s work in program development and mentorship received national recognition in 2018, when the American Studies Association awarded him its prestigious Mary C. Turpie Prize for outstanding accomplishments in those areas.

In May 2015, in an event at Il Monastero, alumni, retired faculty, and current department members celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of the first American Studies PhD granted at
SLU. At the gathering, the department and the College of Arts and Sciences established the annual Matthew J. Mancini Award for Outstanding American Studies Dissertation or Thesis, named in honor of outgoing chairperson Matthew Mancini. In a speech on the importance of American Studies to the College of Arts and Sciences mission, Dean Michael D. Barber, SJ, told attendees, "American Studies … pursues and deepens the academic mission of the College to develop self-reflectivity and provides a model of interdisciplinary teaching and research from which the College has much to learn."

Today, faculty in the department are building on the strong foundation of teaching and mentoring established during the 1960s through 2000s by directors and chairs Martin Hasting, Elizabeth Kolmer, and Matthew Mancini, while developing a range of initiatives in research, teaching, public humanities, and professional and community service.

At present, students can pursue American Studies coursework at hundreds of universities and colleges around the nation and world. American Studies benefits from a rich intellectual heritage, and it produces some of the most exciting work in the humanities and social sciences. Like all disciplines, American Studies faces many challenges ahead, but these make for lively times in the field. Here at Saint Louis University, American Studies majors, minors, and graduate students take an active part in meeting these challenges in the classroom and beyond.

**Directors/Chairs of American Studies at SLU**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Director</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1963–1969</td>
<td>Martin F. Hasting, SJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969–1981</td>
<td>Elizabeth Kolmer, ASC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981–1983</td>
<td>Charles E. Marske</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983–1988</td>
<td>Lawrence F. Barmann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988–1995</td>
<td>Elizabeth Kolmer, ASC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995–1999</td>
<td>Shirley “Tuck” Loui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999–2000</td>
<td>Lawrence F. Barmann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000–2015</td>
<td>Matthew J. Mancini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015–2021</td>
<td>Heidi Ardizzone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021–present</td>
<td>Emily Lutenski</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Ongoing Department Events

Annual American Studies Distinguished Lecturer Series

In 2012, enabled partly by generous donations from alumni, the department initiated an annual lecture series with presentations given each spring semester by a distinguished faculty member in the American Studies field. (This series was put on pause by COVID restrictions for 2020 and 2021.) Often, the scholar visits have included a brown-bag lunch or other informal gathering in order to allow students an opportunity to discuss professional and intellectual issues with the lecturer.

The series reflects the department’s commitment to exposing community members to fresh research being conducted in the field and to fostering relationships between graduate students and American Studies practitioners from beyond our own campus.

2022 Lecture
Karen Inouye, Indiana University Bloomington
“Indigeneity and Asian America: Double Displacement during WWII”
April 28, 2022 ~ Pere Marquette Gallery

2019 Lecture
Rebecca Wanzo, Washington University in St. Louis
“Black Panther: ‘Post’–Civil Rights Hero in Revolutionary Times”
February 22, 2019 ~ Xavier Hall, Rm. 332

2018 Lecture
David Roediger, University of Kansas
“What Is This ‘White’ in the ‘White Working Class’? Before and after the Election of Trump”
April 9, 2018 ~ Adorjan Hall, Rm. 142

2016 Lecture
David A. Chang, University of Minnesota
“The New Light from Tahiti: Christianity, Textuality, and the Native Hawaiian Exploration of the World”
March 17, 2016 ~ Sinquefield Stateroom
2015 Lecture
Brent Hayes Edwards, Columbia University
“Scrapbook Internationalism: Black Radicalism and the Archives of Hubert Harrison”
*April 10, 2015 ~ Sinquefield Stateroom*

2014 Lecture
Melani McAlister, George Washington University
*April 8, 2014 ~ Cook Auditorium*

2013 Lecture
Philip J. Deloria, University of Michigan
“Toward an American Indian Abstract: What an Unknown Artist Might Tell Us About Celebrity, the 1930s, Anthropology, Culture, Politics and a Few Other Things Besides”
*April 17, 2013 ~ Boileau Hall*

2012 Lecture
Carlo Rotella, Boston College
“Hollywood on the Charles: A Provincial Backwater Goes Global”
*April 13, 2012 ~ Pere Marquette Hall*
SECTION II

GRADUATE DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
6. Requirements for MA in American Studies

Established in 1971, the Master of Arts program in American Studies at Saint Louis University gives students solid grounding in the origins, development, practices, and theoretical framework of the field, as well as aiding them in the pursuit of independent research. The MA is a stand-alone degree for work in arts and cultural institutions, libraries, museums, historical societies, public humanities, nonprofit agencies, and other venues. Some students may also pursue the MA in American Studies as a prelude to further degrees, such as a professional MA or doctorate.

Course Requirements

Thirty (30) credit hours, including Perspectives in American Studies (ASTD 5000). For students who choose the thesis track (outlined below), 6 of these credit hours will consist of Thesis Research (ASTD 5990), taken during the second year of coursework. There is no language requirement for the MA degree.

No more than 6 of the credit hours to be counted toward the degree may be taken outside of American Studies. Such outside courses require the prior approval of the student’s faculty advisor.

Qualifying Exam

At the end of their second semester of coursework, all MA and MA-to-PhD students take a two-hour qualifying exam to demonstrate their growing knowledge of the field. The exam consists of essay questions provided by American Studies course instructors. Students must answer two of the questions: one covering material from ASTD 5000, and the other chosen from questions about materials covered in another American Studies class taken during the first year. The exam is a take-home exam, organized by the professor teaching ASTD 5000.

Portfolio Paper or Thesis

After successful completion of the qualifying exam, students pursue one of two research paper options: a portfolio paper or a thesis.

A portfolio paper is a 20–30 page research article, typically a revised and expanded seminar paper meant to demonstrate the student’s extensive knowledge of their field.
It is developed in conjunction with a two-person faculty committee (a chair and one member) over the summer following the first year of the MA program and during the second year of the MA program. A third faculty member will be assigned as an additional reader by the department.

A thesis is a more developed project with an original argument, typically 60–80 pages in length, based on extensive primary and secondary research. It is developed in conjunction with a three-person faculty committee (a chair and two additional members) over the summer following the first year of the MA program and during the second year of the MA program. To pursue the thesis option, a student must obtain prior permission from the prospective thesis advisor by the end of their first year in the program.

**Oral Examination**

After the student’s committee has approved the final version of the portfolio paper or thesis, the student completes a one-hour oral examination before three faculty members on a date set by the department. For a portfolio paper, these will be the members of the two-person portfolio committee plus an additional faculty member, and the exam will be on the portfolio paper. For a thesis, these will be the members of the three-person thesis committee, and the exam will be a public defense of the thesis. The final accepted copy must be submitted to all committee members at least 16 days before the oral examination date set by the department.

**Advising**

During the student’s first year in the MA program, the student’s advisor is the faculty member serving as cohort advisor for that year’s entering class of graduate students. (The Graduate Coordinator generally fills this role.) By the end of the first year, the student should have selected a faculty member to serve as chair of their thesis or portfolio-paper committee; that faculty member also then becomes the student’s advisor.
Sample Degree Plan

In general, the MA degree will be completed in four semesters, and will look as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Fall** | ASTD 5000 (3 credits)  
6 additional coursework credits |
| **Spring** | 9 coursework credits  
Qualifying Exam |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Portfolio Paper Option</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Fall** | 6 coursework credits  
Portfolio paper work | 3 credits of ASTD 5990 (MA thesis)  
3 additional coursework credits |
| **Spring** | 6 coursework credits  
Completion of portfolio paper  
Oral exam (on portfolio paper) | 3 credits of ASTD 5990 (MA thesis)  
3 additional coursework credits  
Oral exam (on MA thesis) |
7. Requirements for Accelerated BA/MA in American Studies

The accelerated Bachelor and Master of Arts program in American Studies, begun in 2012, offers the opportunity for outstanding American Studies undergraduate majors to begin a master’s program in their senior year, completing the MA with a full-time fifth year of graduate study after their successful completion of both the first-year requirements and their undergraduate degree and major.

Course Requirements

The BA and MA course requirements are the same as they are for students in the stand-alone BA and stand-alone MA programs; students who are enrolled in the accelerated BA/MA, however, are able to double-count up to four graduate courses (12 credits) taken during their senior undergraduate year toward both degrees. By taking two to four graduate courses during the senior year, and possibly a graduate-level summer course or internship, students can complete their MA in addition to their BA in only 12–14 additional months.

There is no language requirement for the accelerated BA/MA.

Qualifying Exam

During the senior undergraduate year, students enrolled in the accelerated BA/MA program take a one-hour qualifying exam to demonstrate their growing knowledge of the field. The exam is similar to that taken by first-year MA and MA-to-PhD students (see sections 6 and 8 in this handbook); however, it covers material from only one graduate course (ASTD 5000) rather than material from two. The exam, consisting of one essay question, generally occurs at the end of the semester in which ASTD 5000 is taken. The exam has no bearing on a student’s grade in ASTD 5000. The exam is a take-home exam, organized by the professor teaching ASTD 5000.

Performance Review

In order to advance to the full-time MA year after the conferral of the BA, students must receive at least a B in graduate courses taken as an undergraduate, clear any incomplete grades on their undergraduate transcripts, and pass their qualifying exam.
**Portfolio Paper or Thesis**

Portfolio paper or thesis requirements are the same as for students in the stand-alone MA program (see section 6 above for details). Students choosing the thesis option will generally take 3 credits of thesis work (ASTD 5990) in the fall semester of their second year and 3 credits in the following spring semester. As in the stand-alone MA program, students wishing to pursue the thesis option must receive approval from their thesis advisor at the end of their first year.

**Oral Examination**

The oral examination requirements are the same as for students in the stand-alone MA program (see section 6 above for details).

**Advising**

During the student’s first year in the accelerated BA/MA program (i.e., the student’s senior undergraduate year), the student’s advisor is the faculty member serving as cohort advisor for the student’s entering class of graduate students. (The Graduate Coordinator generally fills this role.) By the end of the first (or senior undergraduate) year, the student should have selected a faculty member to serve as chair of their thesis or portfolio-paper committee; that faculty member also then becomes the student’s advisor.

**Sample Degree Plan**

Typically, the accelerated BA/MA will be completed as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year 1 (senior undergraduate year)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fall</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASTD 5000 (3 credits)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spring</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3–6 grad. coursework credits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualifying exam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summer</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3–6 grad. coursework credits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Year 2 (full-time MA year)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Portfolio Paper Option</th>
<th>Thesis Option</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fall</strong></td>
<td>9 grad. coursework credits</td>
<td>3 credits of ASTD 5990 (MA thesis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6 additional grad. coursework credits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spring</strong></td>
<td>9 grad. coursework credits</td>
<td>3 credits of ASTD 5990 (MA thesis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Completion of portfolio paper</td>
<td>6 additional grad. coursework credits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oral exam (on portfolio paper)</td>
<td>Oral exam (on MA thesis)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Funding

Following admission to the accelerated BA/MA program, the student remains strictly an undergraduate for the purposes of financial aid and scholarships until the bachelor’s degree is awarded.

Most years, tuition waivers will be available to one BA/MA student for the two semesters of the accelerated BA/MA’s second year. When available, BA/MA students may also receive graduate assistantships with living stipends in exchange for ongoing research, teaching, or other work as assigned by department faculty. To be considered for tuition waivers or assistantships, students must submit their application by the department’s graduate application deadline, and must remain in good standing during their first year.

### Admissions

Students may indicate to their advisors an interest at any time in their sophomore or first semester of their junior years. Applications are due by the department’s annual graduate application deadline of December 15, and must be made using the application form available on the College of Arts and Sciences website.

Requirements for admission are as follows:

- Applicants must have completed a minimum of 90 hours toward the bachelor’s degree by the end of the junior year, and 105 hours by the end of the fall semester of
the senior year. Transfer students must have completed a minimum of 30 hours at SLU.

- Applicants should have an overall GPA of 3.7 in their American Studies major.

- Applications should include a goals statement, a writing sample, and the College of Arts and Sciences admission form. Letters of recommendation are not required. Criteria are the same as for other applicants: a coherent goals statement, clear writing sample, and grades as stipulated above.

This program is designed as a terminal degree. Students who wish to apply for entry to the PhD program must complete a new application to the Arts and Sciences graduate division.
Established in 1963, the Doctor of Philosophy program in American Studies is the oldest of the department’s degree programs. The PhD is the terminal research degree in American Studies. The pursuit of the doctorate is an intensive process of acquiring the breadth and depth sufficient to produce an original contribution to the field. It is a pursuit that requires a high degree of flexibility in the curriculum, substantial self-motivation on the part of the student, and strong mentorship by the faculty. While the doctorate is increasingly the requisite degree for careers with substantial professional responsibility, it is at root a stamp of qualification for research. Thus, the doctorate prepares students for rigorous work in fields that require a foundation in research, writing, analysis, information organization, administration, grant writing, and program development.

The faculty in American Studies recognize that the doctorate alone does not prepare students for professional work. For this reason, we work closely with students to develop a professional plan, and to build into the PhD a range of experiences relevant to each student’s interest. Such training includes media and technology workshops, teaching certificates, museum internships, nonprofit management courses, and leadership development.

Full-time PhD students in the Department of American Studies normally receive packages of support in the form of graduate assistantships, which provide financial assistance in the form of tuition waivers and living stipends in exchange for ongoing research, teaching, or other work as assigned by department faculty. Students holding assistantships are expected to make constant, significant progress toward the fulfillment of their requirements—including completing their course work, language requirement, and comprehensive examinations—during their years of support or they may be deemed ineligible for further assistantship support from the department.

**Course Requirements**

Fifty-seven (57) credit hours beyond the BA, including:
- Perspectives in American Studies (ASTD 5000) — 3 credits
- The Practice of American Studies (ASTD 5900) — 3 credits
- Dissertation Colloquium (ASTD 6100) — 3 credits
- Dissertation Research (ASTD 6990) — 12 credits
Students entering with MA degrees may be able to count up to 12 credit hours (or the institutional equivalent) of relevant prior coursework toward these hours. Students who would like their prior coursework to be considered for SLU credit should see the Graduate Coordinator during their first year. Students who receive 6 or more transfer credits or credits of advanced standing due to prior graduate work at another institution may not take further graduate courses toward the degree outside of SLU.

No more than 6 of the credit hours to be counted toward the degree may be taken outside of American Studies. Such outside courses require the prior approval of the student’s faculty advisor.

**Language Requirement**

The language requirement is fulfilled by a 4000-level course in translation or literature, or by successful completion of a translation exam. (For more information on the translation exam, see “Translation Exam Guidelines” in this handbook.)

The 4000-level language class does not count toward the total number of American Studies graduate course credits required for the degree.

Students whose first language is a language other than English may apply to the department’s Graduate Coordinator to have the language requirement waived.

**Qualifying Exam**

At the end of their second semester of coursework, all MA and MA-to-PhD students take a two-hour qualifying exam to demonstrate their growing knowledge of the field. The exam consists of essay questions provided by American Studies course instructors. Students must answer two of the questions: one covering material from ASTD 5000, and the other chosen from questions about materials covered in another American Studies class taken during the first year. The exam is a take-home exam, organized by the professor teaching ASTD 5000.

**Portfolio Paper**

Students will be eligible for an MA after completing 30 graduate-level credits and a portfolio paper. The portfolio paper is generally a revised and expanded version of a seminar paper, written as a publishable article. Portfolio requirements are the same as for students in the stand-alone MA program (see section 6 above for details); there is no master’s thesis option for MA-to-PhD students. Generally, students in the program
complete the portfolio paper and the corresponding oral exam during spring semester of the second year.

**Comprehensive Exams**

*Written Exam*

After completing the qualifying exam, students create a faculty committee composed of three field directors, one of whom the student designates as the committee chair. Working closely with the committee members, students develop three literature-review papers, each based in intensive reading in a discrete field or subject area.

*Oral Exam*

After the three-person committee has accepted final drafts of the written exam, the student schedules a 90-minute oral exam. The accepted versions of the written exam materials must be supplied to all committee members at least 16 days before the oral exam, to allow the student and department to complete necessary paperwork for the Office of Graduate Education by the applicable pre-exam deadline. In general, full-time students aim to take their oral exams at the end of their third year. Funded students must complete the comprehensive exam within one calendar year of completing coursework (excluding Dissertation Colloquium) or they may be deemed ineligible for further assistantship support from the department.

*Registration during Exams*

Students who have completed coursework should register for ASTD 6990. To maintain good standing, students working on comprehensive exams must meet with their committee chair at least twice per semester; arranging to do this is the student’s responsibility.

*Candidacy*

After students successfully complete the comprehensive exams and all other requirements, the Office of Graduate Education advances them to candidacy.

**Dissertation Proposal and Dissertation Proposal Presentation**

Students must submit a dissertation proposal by the end of the second semester following the successful completion of their comprehensive exams, using the template provided by
the department. (See “Dissertation Proposal Guidelines” in this handbook.) After the three-person committee has accepted the final version of the proposal, the student schedules a one-hour oral presentation of the proposal before the student’s committee and additional faculty.

The accepted version of the proposal must be supplied to all department faculty members (not just members of the committee) at least 16 weeks before the presentation. Proposal presentations are typically scheduled for one or two days per semester and are open to the public. Upon successful completion of the proposal, the document is placed on file with the department.

**Dissertation and Dissertation Defense**

Students write their dissertations working closely with their committee. When the student and committee agree that the dissertation is satisfactory, the student schedules a one-hour public defense of the dissertation. Students must submit the final version of the dissertation to their committee at least two weeks before their defense date. In order to obtain a degree in the spring semester, dissertations should be submitted by the end of February. For fall semester, dissertations should be submitted by October.

**Registration during the Dissertation**

A student researching and writing a dissertation registers for Dissertation Research (ASTD 6990), using the section number of the committee chair. The course is graded as IP (In Progress) or U (Unsatisfactory) until the semester within which the student graduates, when the grade will be S (Satisfactory). Course requirements include meeting with the advisor at least once during the semester; arranging to do so is the student’s responsibility. After a student first enrolls in ASTD 6990, they must enroll in that course continuously until the degree is completed.

The Office of Graduate Education requires that students take at least 12 credits of Dissertation Research during their course of study. Since tuition must be paid for these credits, it is recommended that funded students enroll in their 12 credits of Dissertation Research during the semesters for which they have available tuition credits. After these 12 credits are accrued, students may continue to enroll in ASTD 6990 for 0 credits, unless they have received an extension of time to degree.
Extension of Time to Degree

Students who receive an extension of time to degree to complete the dissertation are generally required by the Office of Graduate Education to enroll in ASTD 6990 for one additional credit hour for each semester of extension granted; tuition is charged for such credit hours.

The department will only approve petitions for extension of time to degree in exceptional circumstances and for those who have successfully defended their dissertation proposals and are making steady, demonstrable progress on their dissertations. Students who cannot make progress on the dissertation due to illness, financial needs, or other extenuating circumstances are encouraged to request a formal Leave of Absence. For more information on petitioning for extensions, and the limitations on these petitions, consult the Office of Graduate Education.

COVID-related Extensions

In Fall 2020, the Office of Graduate Education announced an additional year of permitted extension of allowable time to degree for certain graduate students due to COVID-19’s potential impact on student research progress. The policy was approved by the Graduate Academic Affairs Committee (GAAC) and the Council of Academic Deans and Directors (CAAD).

The policy reads: “Degree-seeking graduate students enrolled during the 2019–20 academic year will be awarded a one-year extension of time to degree upon petition to the Provost’s office following programmatic endorsement of the petition. This extension of the time limit to degree has no bearing on funding. Decisions regarding any additional years of financial support are at the sole discretion of your individual academic units and are subject to federal and state financial aid regulations.”

The COVID extension, unlike standard extensions, does not require that students pay for one credit of tuition during the extension period.

This is a supplementary extension, which can be taken in addition to the standard extensions already permitted. Students do not need to wait until they have exhausted existing extensions to apply for the COVID extension; they may apply for the COVID extension first if they would like. Eligible students should apply for this extension at the beginning of the semester before they hope to use it. American Studies students applying for departmental endorsement of such petitions need not include direct evidence of the pandemic’s specific effects on their progress.
Advising

During the student’s first two years in the PhD program, the student’s advisor is the faculty member serving as cohort advisor for the student’s entering class of graduate students. (The Graduate Coordinator generally fills this role.) By the end of the second year, the student should have selected a faculty member to serve as chair of their comprehensive exams committee; that faculty member also then serves as the student’s advisor until the student has reached the stage of selecting a dissertation advisor.

Sample Degree Plan

A sample degree plan for a full-time PhD student looks as follows—this will vary based on the course credits granted for prior MA degrees and the scheduling of departmental course offerings.

Unless an alternative arrangement has been made, all students on GAship are expected to take 9 credit hours a semester until coursework is completed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fall</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Spring</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASTD 5000 (3 credits)</td>
<td>6 additional coursework credits</td>
<td>9 coursework credits Qualifying exam</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year 2</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fall</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Spring</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 coursework credits Portfolio paper work</td>
<td>9 coursework credits Completion of portfolio paper Portfolio paper oral exam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year 3</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fall</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Spring</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASTD 6100 (3 credits) 3 additional coursework credits</td>
<td>ASTD 5900 (3 credits) PhD comprehensive exams</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year 4</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fall</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Spring</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASTD 6990 Diss. Research (6 credits)</td>
<td>ASTD 6990 Diss. Research (6 credits)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 5 and beyond</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fall</strong></td>
<td><strong>Spring</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASTD 6990 Diss. Research (0 credits)</td>
<td>ASTD 6990 Diss. Research (0 credits)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation defense</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9. Requirements for Graduate Certificate in American Studies

In 2019, the department launched a graduate certificate program to allow students in other SLU graduate programs, international exchange students to our department, and interested community members to earn a certification in American Studies.

The certificate can be earned by completing a total of nine credits in graduate-level department courses plus a qualifying exam. A SLU graduate certificate is identified on a student’s transcript as an independent academic program, and it is recognized by a formal certificate of completion from the Office of the Registrar.

Eligibility

Individuals in any of the following categories are eligible to apply for entry and may find it advantageous to acquire an American Studies certificate:

- **Graduate students already enrolled in other programs at SLU.** For these students, a certificate in American Studies offers a minor field to enhance their portfolio. American Studies is an eighty-year-old field with its own organizations, journals, canon, and methods, and it complements and enhances cognate fields, especially for academic and public-humanities job markets.

- **Community members who want a postgraduate certificate in American Studies but don’t want or have time for a full MA.** A graduate certificate in American Studies can offer professional development or targeted postgraduate training. Since American Studies is interdisciplinary, the curriculum often connects academic study to community institutions, organizations, and populations. Credits earned from a certificate could apply to a later MA.

- **Exchange or visiting students to our graduate program.** MA students in American Studies from Sogang University, the University of Groningen, or other approved programs are eligible to complete this graduate certificate during their semester at SLU.
**Course Requirements**

Nine (9) graduate-level credit hours within the Department of American Studies, including Perspectives in American Studies (ASTD 5000). These may include one 3-credit course that is cross-listed between American Studies and a student’s home department at SLU, regardless of which department’s course number the student uses for registration, so long as the cross-listed course is generated by American Studies and taught or co-taught by an American Studies faculty member.

While certificate students are encouraged to begin with ASTD 5000, the courses may be taken in any order. A student may also apply to enter the certificate program after having completed some of the required coursework.

**Qualifying Exam**

During the academic year in which ASTD 5000 is taken, students enrolled in the certificate program take a one-hour qualifying exam to demonstrate their growing knowledge of the field. The exam is similar to that taken by first-year MA and MA-to-PhD students (see sections 6 and 8 in this handbook); however, it covers material from only one graduate course (ASTD 5000) rather than material from two. The exam, consisting of one essay question, generally occurs at the end of the semester in which ASTD 5000 is taken. The exam has no bearing on a student’s grade in ASTD 5000. The exam is a take-home exam, organized by the professor teaching ASTD 5000.

**Applications**

For further information on the program and requirements for entry, visit [https://bit.ly/30MfHBBt](https://bit.ly/30MfHBBt). Non-SLU applicants can apply at that address; students already enrolled in a SLU program can apply by submitting the form found at [https://www.slu.edu/registrar/pdfs/postbac_certificate.pdf](https://www.slu.edu/registrar/pdfs/postbac_certificate.pdf).
10. Translation Exam Guidelines

The translation exam requires that the student demonstrate fourth-semester language proficiency by translating 350–500 words of expository prose in 90 minutes. The American Studies Department will choose one article in the student’s chosen language as the basis for the exam. The article will be relevant to American Studies. From that article the student will select which passage or passages to translate. Students may bring a dictionary to consult during the exam, but not a grammar book. Exams will be proctored.

Exams are graded on a pass/fail basis. To pass the exam, the student must demonstrate reading comprehension at the required level, which is indicated by the following:

1) The student is able to translate their chosen passage or passages into idiomatic English. The translation does not have to be elegant, but it should be clear and expressive of the passage as a whole.

2) The student is able to demonstrate an awareness of how sentences work in the language being translated, including syntax and grammar.

To ensure the above, students should avoid the following:

1) Awkward, non-idiomatic sentences that reveal word-by-word translation.
2) Numerous mistranslated words.
3) Confusion between the subjects and objects of sentences.
4) Skipping too many words or phrases, although students may choose to skip over brief but particularly thorny sections of the text rather than getting entangled in them for too long.

When taking the exam, students are encouraged to choose a passage or passages that advantage them, read the passage or passages quickly for overall comprehension, and then do their best to complete the required amount in the time frame of the exam. If the student must choose between quantity and quality, the student should choose quality.

If the student fails the exam once, the student may retake it, but will be provided with a different article. If the student fails the exam a second time, the student must satisfy the language requirement through coursework.
11. Dissertation Proposal Guidelines

Title Page
1. Your working title should be centered at the top of the page. It should be in all capital letters, double-spaced, and in bold type, as follows:

   THE BEST DISSERTATION TITLE EVER: UNTIL IT CHANGES

2. Your name should be centered below the title. You should include any previous degrees alongside your name. This should not be in bold type, and it should have standard capitalization:

   John Smith, B.A., M.A.

3. The center of the page should have the following text, centered in the middle of the page (from top to bottom):

   A Dissertation Proposal Presented to the Graduate Faculty of the Department of American Studies in Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements for the Degree of Ph.D.

   Month and Day of Submission, 2018

4. Finally, please include the following, right-justified and at the bottom of the page:

   COMMITTEE IN CHARGE OF CANDIDACY

   Associate Professor Katherine Moran, Chairperson and Advisor
   Associate Professor Heidi Ardizzone
   Associate Professor Benjamin Looker
Part I: Project Overview (approximately 6 pages)
This section should lay out the topic and themes the dissertation will explore and explain its place in the context of the appropriate field or fields with which it engages. In other words, it should answer the following questions: What scholarly problem will the dissertation address? What questions will the research aim to answer? Explaining the parameters and significance of the dissertation will require attention to related scholarship in the field. If the topic has been studied before, what is different about your approach? If you are introducing a new topic to the field of study, what is its audience? How will your work intervene in existing scholarly conversations?

Part II: Methodology and Source Base (approximately 3–5 pages)
Interdisciplinary work is one of the defining characteristics of American Studies. In order to demonstrate your participation in the field, you should be able to name and describe the disciplinary and interdisciplinary methods, theories and/or analytics that you will draw on, as well as how they interact with one another. You should also discuss the primary sources you will use, and why. As you consider what sources are necessary to complete your project, pay some attention to practical issues like access to collections and the funding or timing of research trips.

Part III: Chapter Summaries (approximately 6 pages)
A finished dissertation is generally 200–300 pages long with 4–6 chapters in addition to an introduction and conclusion. Here, you will describe each of these components. Each should have a title and an accompanying 1–2 pages that describe the contents and goals of each chapter, its proposed argument, and its sources. Please pay attention to the overall structure of the dissertation and to how the chapters relate to one another. Also consider how the topics of each chapter fit into the entire dissertation, which you laid out in Part I.

Part IV: Bibliography (approximately 6–10 pages)
This section should be a correctly and consistently formatted bibliography that includes separate sections for both primary and secondary sources, as well as (if applicable) lists of periodicals and/or archival collections that you plan to consult.
12. Student Responsibilities and Annual Graduate Student Review

Deadlines

Graduate students are responsible for staying apprised of and meeting all dates and deadlines required by the Office of Graduate Education, such as when to notify the Office of Graduate Education of intent to graduate.

Expectation for Attendance at Department Academic Events

The Department of American Studies is a community of scholars. When graduate students and faculty choose to join that community, they indicate their intent to be full participants in the department’s intellectual life and activities. Except in special circumstances, it is expected that graduate students will attend all academic events held by the department. These include lectures by visiting scholars, professional development workshops, research presentations by peers, American Studies senior-thesis presentations, and the like. (This expectation does not apply to students seeking a graduate certificate only.)

Exemptions will be made by advisors for students whose outside work schedules, residency outside the St. Louis metropolitan area, or other significant factors preclude participation in such events on an ongoing basis. If a graduate student must miss an individual scheduled academic event due to a special situation (for instance, travel, a family occasion, etc.), then that student should inform their advisor in advance.

Students who consistently fail to attend departmental academic events without giving notice or receiving exemption may be deemed “not in good standing” for the purposes of future assistantship allocations, eligibility for awards from the American Studies Alumni Research Fund, department recommendations for University-wide fellowships and grants, and/or the annual graduate student review process.

Annual Graduate Student Review

The Office of Graduate Education requires all SLU master’s and doctoral students to undergo an annual review of their progress toward the degree. In American Studies, students will complete a self-evaluation every year and submit it to the department’s administrative assistant by January 31. If January 31 falls on a weekend or University
holiday, the self-evaluation document will instead be due on the University’s next regular business day.

The student will then meet with their advisor to discuss this self-evaluation and their progress in general. This form, along with a meeting report (signed by both student and advisor), will be filed with the department. Students will receive a copy of the meeting report. A summary report of the results of annual reviews for all graduate students in the department will be submitted to the Associate Dean for Graduate Affairs in the College of Arts and Sciences by the end of the spring semester.

**Warnings**

If the graduate student’s advisor and the department chair have become significantly concerned about the student’s progress and/or performance, a formal warning will be issued to the student. The warning will document (1) the area(s) of concern, (2) the corrective action that must be taken by the student, (3) the resources available to offer the student help and support, and (4) the possible outcomes if the student meets or fails to meet the requirements for corrective action. The student will be asked to meet with their advisor to discuss this warning.
SECTION III

ASSISTANTSHIPS AND RESEARCH FUNDING
13. Departmental Graduate Assistantship and Fellowship Information

Graduate Assistantship Information

Graduate assistants are expected to work 20 hours per week during each 9-month contract period. Graduate Assistants should also consult the Office of Graduate Education’s manual, “Policies and Procedures Manual for Graduate Assistants and Fellows.” It can be found here: https://www.slu.edu/academics/graduate/current-students/information_for_ga/ga_manual_july_2017.pdf

Responsibilities and Expectations

In American Studies, graduate assistants may work as research assistants, teaching assistants, course instructors, or department assistants. In some cases, graduate assistantships may include a range of these duties. Overall, graduate assistantships complement graduate education by providing additional training in research, teaching, professional skills, administration, and a deeper understanding of the discipline.

- A *department assistant* is mentored by the department chair and helps with departmental development, including advertising, programming, and other department projects.

- A *research assistant* is mentored by an individual faculty member and may do library and archival research, fieldwork, or aid in the preparation of research proposals, manuscripts, or grants.

- A *teaching assistant* is mentored by the faculty instructor of an undergraduate course, and may work with students in small groups, lead discussion sections, proctor exams, grade papers, and prepare lectures.

- A *course instructor* is mentored by the department’s Pedagogy Advisor and designs and teaches their own undergraduate class on a topic determined in consultation with the department faculty. Responsibilities also include attending monthly departmental pedagogy workshops, submitting the draft syllabus in advance for faculty comment and approval, and attending at least one workshop at the Reinert Center.
As part of their work responsibilities to the department, graduate assistants are expected to attend all scheduled department academic events throughout the year. A graduate assistant should speak with their advisor if circumstances make such attendance difficult or impossible.

*Orientation, Training, and Mentoring*

Graduate Assistants receive an orientation at the beginning of each academic year, generally on the same day as the new student orientation and department welcome reception. At the orientation—which is conducted by the Graduate Coordinator and the Pedagogy Advisor—Graduate Assistants learn their assignments, are introduced to their mentors, and go over assistantship policies and procedures. Ongoing training occurs throughout the year, managed by the Graduate Assistant’s particular faculty mentor(s).

*Evaluation*

At the end of each semester, Graduate Assistants will be invited (but not required) to offer evaluations of their assistantship experiences. They will be prompted to do so by an email from the Graduate Coordinator. All evaluations should be sent to the Department Chair; if the Chair is your faculty mentor, your evaluation should be sent to the Graduate Coordinator. These evaluations will be kept confidential unless the student gives written permission to share them.

At the end of each semester, each faculty mentor will also be prompted by the Graduate Coordinator to evaluate their Graduate Assistant’s performance on a Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory basis. Any Unsatisfactory evaluations will be shared with the Graduate Assistant by the faculty mentor and Graduate Coordinator. Failure to complete Graduate Assistant work, or multiple Unsatisfactory evaluations, will result in the student being issued a warning by the department.

*Assistantship Income*

Graduate assistants receive an $18,000 stipend annually. This is taxable income, delivered via monthly paychecks. Direct deposit is required and will be arranged at the Office of Graduate Education’s orientation for new graduate students. Graduate assistants also receive 18 credit hours of tuition remission per academic year and health insurance benefits.
University Fellowship Information

The University offers four-year Diversity and Presidential Fellowships to a small number of incoming graduate students on a competitive basis. Per University policy, fellows must submit a self-review to the department’s Graduate Coordinator by February 28 each year.

Like graduate assistants, University fellowship holders are expected to attend all scheduled department academic events throughout the year. A fellowship holder should speak with their advisor if circumstances make such attendance difficult or impossible.
14. American Studies Alumni Research Fund

The department’s American Studies Alumni Research Fund, established in fall 2012, offers financial support for research travel undertaken by current American Studies graduate students and undergraduate majors. This support is made possible in large part through the generosity of SLU American Studies alumni donors.

These grants have an annual per recipient limit of $500. The department faculty review applications three times per year: in the fall semester, spring semester, and early summer. Awards will be made in the spring and summer application rounds only if the fund has not been exhausted during the year’s preceding application rounds.

Preference will be given to applications proposing research travel with a clear relationship to a significant requirement within the applicant’s program of study (i.e., senior thesis project, MA thesis, pre-dissertation exploratory work, or PhD dissertation research). Students are welcome to apply for funds to cover conference travel if they also have applied for GSA and Knoedler funds, but these applications will be given lowest priority.

Application Instructions

Application due dates are October 1 (for the fall-semester award cycle), February 1 (for the spring-semester award cycle), and June 1 (for the summer award cycle). If a listed due date falls on a weekend or a University holiday, applications will instead be due on the University’s next regular business day.

Applications will be considered on a competitive basis. To apply, send to the department chairperson a proposal containing:

- Your name and contact information
- The title of your research project, a brief abstract, and an explanation of the project's relationship to your trajectory through your American Studies degree program
- Projected dates of travel
- The archive(s) you will visit or the other research activity requiring travel
- Which collections you expect to examine, or what other primary sources you expect to consult or collect, and an explanation of these sources’ relevance to your project
- An itemized funding request, along with a basic budget showing cost estimates for travel, lodging, and research expenses
- Text of concluding report(s) on past Alumni Research Fund award usage (if applicable)
Conditions and Reporting

Travel expenses are on a reimbursement basis, and award recipients must coordinate with the department administrative assistant before incurring any expenses for which they expect reimbursement. All funded travel must be completed within six months of the original application due date for the semester in which the student applied. Recipients must submit a one-page report to the department chairperson within one month of the completion of the funded travel; recipients who do not file this report will be ineligible for future awards from this fund.
15. SLU Dissertation Fellowship: American Studies Nomination Procedure

Each year the University offers a limited number of 11-month dissertation fellowships for doctoral candidates whose work “demonstrates outstanding academic achievement and whose dissertation will significantly extend the body of knowledge within their discipline.” Recipients are chosen by the Office of Graduate Education on a competitive basis. Among other Office of Graduate Education eligibility criteria, applicants must have completed the dissertation proposal process. More information is provided in the Dissertation Fellowships section at: https://www.slu.edu/academics/graduate/graduate-scholarships-fellowships-assistantships-awards.php

Applying to Become a Department Nominee

Every SLU department may put forward two nominees for this annual award. Eligible American Studies doctoral candidates wishing to be considered as potential departmental nominees should express interest to a department faculty member in writing at least 14 days ahead of the Office of Graduate Education’s announced deadline by which departments must submit final nomination packets (usually set for late in fall semester) or 14 days before the last day of the fall-semester final exam period, whichever comes sooner.

They should also furnish the department faculty with draft versions of the documents required of nominees by the Office of Graduate Education, though such documents need not be the final versions that would accompany an eventual nomination packet. (View the Dissertation Fellowships section of the webpage listed above to determine what documents are required of nominees.)

Department Nomination Process and Criteria

American Studies faculty will select the department’s two annual nominees from among those eligible doctoral candidates who express interest and provide the requisite documents in a timely fashion.

The department’s selection criteria include promise, creativity, and rigor of the dissertation project, and nature of the research or writing progress made thus far. However, faculty may also take into account relevant factors unrelated to the quality of the
student’s dissertation work: particularly, the Office of Graduate Education’s stated policy that students who have formally proposed during the preceding two semesters will be given preference during the University selection process.
16. Internal Funding Opportunities for American Studies Graduate Students

Knoedler Student Research Fund

Knoedler Fund awards are allocated by the College of Arts and Sciences to support scholarly and creative activities by undergraduate and graduate students. Though the award previously was open only to undergraduates, beginning in Fall 2017 graduate students are also invited to apply. Eligible expenses include research supplies, computer software, minor equipment, and travel to off-campus research sites and scholarly meetings, with a maximum request amount of $500. Deadlines are generally October 1 (for fall-semester funding) and February 15 (for spring-semester funding), though prospective applicants should confirm these dates in advance. Full application details are available on the College of Arts and Sciences website.

Graduate Student Association Conference Awards

Graduate students may apply to receive a 50-percent reimbursement of eligible conference-related expenses, with caps per award of $200 for those attending a conference, $300 for those presenting at a domestic conference, and $400 for those presenting at a foreign conference. Restrictions apply. Applications are due within thirty days of the conference’s conclusion. For further information, see the Graduate Student Association website.

Graduate Student Association Brennan Summer Fellowship Awards

Graduate students can receive summer funding, awarded on a competitive basis, to support preparation for comprehensive exams as well as work on MA theses or PhD dissertations. Exam preparation awards are for $500; master’s thesis awards are for $1,000; and dissertation awards are for $2,000. Applications are generally due on March 1 of each year; prospective applicants should confirm the due date well in advance. Full instructions for applicants are available on the Graduate Student Association website.

Graduate Student Association Publication Awards

Up to 50 percent of the costs incurred by a graduate student as part of the publication process for a scholarly work (e.g. image-reproduction rights, permissions, etc.) may be
reimbursed by the GSA. The maximum award amount is $500. The work must have been accepted for publication at the time of the application for reimbursement. Full application instructions are available on the Graduate Student Association website.

**American Studies Alumni Research Fund**

As described elsewhere in this handbook, the American Studies Department offers support for graduate and undergraduate students undertaking research travel with grants from the American Studies Alumni Research Fund, which is made possible by donations from SLU American Studies alumni. Maximum awards are $500 per recipient in each application cycle; application deadlines are October 1, February 1, and June 1. See Section III, chapter 11, above for further information on eligibility and application procedures.

**SLU Dissertation Fellowship**

As described elsewhere in this handbook, the University each year offers a limited number of 11-month dissertation fellowships for doctoral candidates whose work “demonstrates outstanding academic achievement and whose dissertation will significantly extend the body of knowledge within their discipline.” Each department may nominate up to two doctoral candidates for consideration. See Section III, chapter 12, above for instructions on applying to become a department nominee for this fellowship.

**Graduate Student Foreign Travel Fund**

The College of Arts and Sciences provides funding of up to $1,000 to one graduate student per year for international travel undertaken for research and study purposes. Travel to conferences is excluded from consideration. Proposals are generally due October 15, though prospective applicants should confirm the date in advance. Application instructions are available on the College of Arts and Sciences website.

Since only one student from each department may apply, American Studies students considering applying should speak with the department chair early in the fall semester. If more than one American Studies student applies, the department will have the responsibility of determining which application to forward to the College for entry in the competition.

**Rhelda Marbry Morgan Book Fund Award**

This award, administered by the Office of Graduate Education, is named in honor of Rhelda Marbry Morgan, an American Studies PhD candidate and dedicated local educator.
who was awarded the American Studies doctorate posthumously after her untimely death in 1996 at the age of forty-eight. The award offers $750 toward a recipient’s books and other academic supplies over the course of an academic year.

Eligible applicants are those whose backgrounds demonstrate “leadership in promoting diversity and service in economically depressed areas.” Applications are generally due in mid-October; prospective applicants are encouraged to confirm the deadline well in advance. Full application instructions can be found on the Office of Graduate Education’s website.

**Donald G. Brennan Scholarship Fund**

The Brennan Fund of the Office of Graduate Education offers $2,000 awards to graduate students who were first-generation college students and who “demonstrate a commitment to diversity and social justice.” The award may be used for fees, books, housing, and transportation costs associated with graduate-level study at SLU. Applications are generally due at the end of June; prospective applicants should confirm the deadline well in advance. Full application instructions can be found on the Office of Graduate Education website.
SECTION IV

FURTHER STUDENT RESOURCES
17. Graduate Internships in American Studies

Experiential learning challenges students to expand their knowledge beyond the classroom by performing dedicated work off campus. The goal is to build connections between what students do in their American Studies courses and the practical and intellectual challenges outside of them. To do so provides applied experience and skills while connecting in a sustained and meaningful way with the department mission.

While neither MA nor PhD students in American Studies are required to pursue experiential learning, many of them elect to do so. Graduate students—particularly those considering careers in the public humanities, museums, libraries, historic preservation, or other fields outside of academia—often choose to take an internship for formal course credit.

An internship is a 3-credit course (ASTD 5910 for MA students and ASTD 6910 for PhD students), which requires student work at a partner institution for a minimum of 120 hours (equivalent to eight hours per week during a 15-week semester). American Studies students have held internships at institutions such as ArchCity Defenders, the Saint Louis Art Museum, the Saint Louis Zoo, the Missouri Botanical Gardens, the Missouri History Museum, the Circuit Court Records Project, the Pulitzer Foundation for the Arts, the International Institute, the Contemporary Art Museum, and the City Museum—just to name a few.

Procedures

The procedures for developing a graduate internship, as well as requirements and grading criteria, are described in the department’s internship handbook, found at https://bit.ly/2P8ExVw. If at all possible, students should begin the process by speaking with the department’s faculty internship supervisor no later than four months ahead of the envisioned start date.

After completing a graduate-level internship, a student may enroll in a second internship for graduate course credit only under exceptional circumstances and with the permission of the student’s faculty advisor.
18. Directory of Campus Resources

Office of Graduate Education

The Office of Graduate Education ([https://www.slu.edu/academics/graduate/index.php](https://www.slu.edu/academics/graduate/index.php)) is located within the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs. It coordinates SLU’s more than 80 graduate programs, along with graduate minors and dual degree programs. Contact information is as follows:

April Trees, PhD  
Interim Associate Provost, Graduate Education  
april.trees@slu.edu  
(314) 977-2601

The associate provost for graduate education is responsible for leading, overseeing and coordinating the development, implementation, and assessment of graduate programs, policies, and support services.

LaToya Cash  
Master’s Candidacy Specialist  
latoya.cash@slu.edu  
(314) 977-2245

The master’s candidacy specialist advises master’s students in the final semester of their academic career, ensuring that all policies and procedures have been enforced and that students have completed their requirements for degree conferral and understand the graduation process.

Christine Harper, PhD  
Doctoral Candidacy Specialist  
christine.harper@slu.edu  
(314) 977-2243

The doctoral candidacy specialist advises doctoral candidates in the final stages of their academic career, ensuring that all policies and procedures have been enforced and that students have completed their requirements for degree conferral and understand the graduation process.
College of Arts and Sciences

In addition to the Office of Graduate Education, each school and college at SLU has an Associate Dean or Director of Graduate Education who oversees the day-to-day operations of graduate programs in their school or college. American Studies is located in the College of Arts and Sciences. Relevant contact information is as follows:

Donna LaVoie, PhD
Interim Dean, College of Arts and Sciences
donna.lavoie@slu.edu
(314) 977-2227

The College dean establishes College goals and budgeting priorities, serves as liaison to other schools and the higher administration, deals with personnel issues, coordinates and evaluates chairs and program directors, and develops rank and tenure recommendations.

Jennifer Popiel, PhD
Associate Dean for Graduate Affairs
jennifer.popiel@slu.edu
(314) 977-7016

The associate dean for graduate affairs oversees graduate student concerns within the College of Arts and Sciences and monitors graduate program quality.

University Libraries

American Studies graduate students most often use the main library on campus, the Pius XII Memorial Library (www.libraries.slu.edu). The American Studies subject librarian is Jamie Emery, who can help graduate students get acquainted with SLU’s library system, research databases, interlibrary loan, and MOBIUS (the Missouri academic library loan system). Contact information is as follows:

Jamie Emery, MS
Research & Instruction Librarian/Professor
jamie.emery@slu.edu
(314) 977-3591
University Bookstore

The main bookstore on campus is the Saint Louis University Barnes and Noble Bookstore (http://www.slu.bncollege.com), located in the Busch Student Center at 20 N. Grand Blvd. The bookstore can be contacted at books@slu.edu or (314) 531-7925.

Reinert Center for Transformative Teaching and Learning

The Reinert Center for Transformative Teaching and Learning (https://www.slu.edu/ctl) offers workshops, consultations, and mentorship programs for graduate students and faculty seeking to enhance teaching. For graduate students, the center also offers a Certificate in University Teaching Skills, earned by participating in a series of seminars and workshops and developing a teaching portfolio. Contact information is as follows:

Gina Merys, PhD
Director
gina.merys@slu.edu
(314) 977-2197

Mary Cook, MA
Program Manager
mary.cook@slu.edu
(314) 977-3944

University Writing Services

University Writing Services is part of the Student Success Center, located on the third floor of the Busch Student Center. It offers writing consultation to graduate and undergraduate students both in-person and online, as well as additional writing resources such as dissertation writing retreats. Contact information is as follows:

Busch Student Center, Rm. 331
(314) 977-3484
Student Wellness

Health Insurance

SLU requires all full-time graduate students to have basic health insurance. If you do not have a graduate assistantship or a fellowship, you will be enrolled in the University Health Plan (https://www.slu.edu/life-at-slu/student-health/uhp/index.php), a self-insured health and medical care cost coverage plan sponsored by SLU. Coverage is available to eligible full-time undergraduate, graduate/professional, and medical students, as well as graduate assistants and medical residents. UPH insurance covers 9 months per year. Summers are not covered, nor is summer health insurance required for the general student population. The contact number for the UHP is (314) 977-5666.

If you have other health insurance coverage, you must waive your UHP coverage, or you will be charged. To waive UHP coverage, a completed Health Insurance Waiver Form must be submitted along with evidence of other coverage in effect (a front and back copy of a current insurance card or a letter of verification from current plan). Evidence of other coverage documents must specifically list your name and a policy number. Completed Health Insurance Waiver Forms and evidence of other coverage documents are only applicable to the academic year in which they are submitted. Students who do not submit a Health Insurance Waiver Form and evidence of other coverage during orientation, an open enrollment period, or a special enrollment period will be charged for UHP coverage. Graduate and professional students must submit Health Insurance Waiver Forms and evidence of other coverage documents to the Student Health and Counseling Center staff.

If you have a graduate assistantship, UHP insurance is included as part of your assistantship package.

Student Health Center and University Counseling Center

The Student Health Center (https://www.slu.edu/life-at-slu/student-health/index.php) provides medical treatment and health education for full-time and part-time undergraduate and graduate students at SLU. Contact the Center at shc@slu.edu or (314) 977-2323.

The University Counseling Center provides psychological counseling for full-time and part-time undergraduate and graduate students at SLU. Contact the Center at (314) 977-8255. To reach the 24-hour on-call line, call (314) 977-8255, and choose option 9.
19. Selected Professional Resources

Books on Research, Writing, and Publishing


*The Chicago Manual of Style*.

*A Manual for Writers of Research Papers, Theses, and Dissertations*, by Kate L. Turabian.


*Getting it Published: A Guide for Scholars and Anyone Else Serious about Serious Books*, by William Germano.

*The Elements of Academic Style: Writing for the Humanities*, by Eric Hayot.

Books on Teaching

*First Day to Final Grade: A Graduate Student’s Guide to Teaching*, by Anne Curzan and Lisa Damour.

*Engaging Ideas: The Professor’s Guide to Integrating Writing, Critical Thinking, and Active Learning in the Classroom*, by John C. Bean.
Student Engagement Techniques: A Handbook for College Faculty, by Elizabeth F. Barkley.

Books on the Job Search


Getting an Academic Job in History, by Dana M. Polanichka.

Professional Organizations

The American Studies Association: www.theasa.net

The American Studies Association (ASA) is the professional organization for practitioners of American Studies. It is the oldest and largest scholarly association devoted to the interdisciplinary study of US culture both within the nation-state and in global contexts. It publishes the flagship journal in American Studies, American Quarterly.

The Mid-America American Studies Association: www.maasa.net

Founded in 1956 as the Central Mississippi Valley American Studies Association, MAASA is the oldest and geographically largest of the American Studies Association’s regional associations. Through conferences, panels, awards, and publication of the journal American Studies, MAASA aims to foster the study of American culture in all its aspects, to provide a forum for communication among members and with the general public, and to facilitate American Studies scholarship and teaching in its eleven-state region and beyond. The four doctorate-granting American Studies departments in the MAASA region (SLU, University of Kansas, University of Iowa, and University of Minnesota) each hold one permanent graduate-student seat on the organization’s executive board.

Websites


This Zotero database was created by SLU American Studies graduate assistants to compile useful teaching resources for department graduate students engaged in undergraduate pedagogy. Contents include websites, primary source repositories, and more. For full access to the database, contact Dr. Kate Moran via email, and she will add you to the authorized membership list.

H-Announce is a site for posting calls for papers and proposals for conferences and publications, as well as workshops and other events in the humanities, fellowships, and funding opportunities.

Penn Calls for Papers: http://call-for-papers.sas.upenn.edu

Although maintained by the Department of English at the University of Pennsylvania, this website often includes calls for papers in cultural studies and ethnic studies as well as literature.
Appendix:
SLU American Studies Dissertations, 1965–present

IN PROGRESS
Dissertation proposal approved

Michael C. Brickey
“Down to the Wire: Cultures of Energy, Politics of Infrastructure, and Energy Justice in the American Midwest since the 1970s”
Advisor: Benjamin Looker

Aretha Butler
Advisor: Heidi Ardizzone

Bryonie Carter
“Rune-Maker, Majic-Maker, Traveler: The Mystical Tourism of H.D. and Her Circle”
Advisor: Emily Lutenski

Emily Colmo
“More than Degrees: Activism at Women’s Colleges in the 1960s and 1970s”
Advisor: Emily Lutenski

Kimberly Cowan
“Teaching Mary, Training Martha: Catholic Education for Girls in St. Louis, Missouri, 1914–1945”
Advisor: Emily Lutenski

Manuela Engstler
“Translating a Revolution: Black and White Panthers and the German Student Movement”
Advisor: Kate Moran

Amelia Flood
Advisor: Kate Moran

Robin Hoover
“Closer to Nature: Land, Locals, and Gentrification in the Ozarks”
Advisor: Flannery Burke

Cicely Hunter
“Blaring Silence: The Silent Protest of 1917 and Its Historical Influence on Activism”
Advisor: Heidi Ardizzone

2022

Victoria Cannon
“Border Visits: American Tourism on the Twentieth-Century U.S.-Mexico Border”
Advisor: Flannery Burke

Mary Maxfield
“Networkin’ It: Mediated LGBTQIA+ Connections in St. Louis”
Advisor: Kate Moran

Tandra N. Taylor
Advisor: Heidi Ardizzone

2021

Elizabeth Eikmann
“In Her Image: Photography, Whiteness, and Womanhood in St. Louis, 1877–1920”
Advisor: Benjamin Looker

Cindy Reed
“By Any Means Necessary: Representations of Black Girlhood and Artistic Agency”
Advisor: Emily Lutenski

2018

Mark A. Koschmann
“Finding Their Footing in the Changing City: Protestant and Catholic Congregations Adapt to the New Urban Environment in Post–World War II Chicago””
Advisor: Heidi Ardizzone
Nicholas Porter
“Professional Wrestling in the United States, 1877–1920”
Advisor: Matthew J. Mancini

Karen Smyth
“The Errand of Angels: Gender, Sexuality, and Feminism in the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 1972–2014”
Advisor: Kate Moran

Cathryn Stout
“A Mighty Hard Row: Racism and Resistance in the Postwar British Caribbean and the US South from World War II to the Late Twentieth Century”
Advisor: Matthew J. Mancini

2017

Susan Lee
“‘Gonna Teach Them What’s What with a Rope’: Reinventing the Western and the Gaucho, 1900–1939”
Advisor: Emily Lutenski

Kate Piatchek
“‘You’re Too Smart for That!’ The Representation of the American High School Teacher in Postwar Public Policy and Popular Culture”
Advisor: Benjamin Looker

Anna E. Schmidt
Advisor: Emily Lutenski

2016

Sabrina Davis
“Adapting Identity: Jewish American Narratives from the Page to the Screen”
Advisor: Heidi Ardizzone

Trevin J. Jones
“African American Prison Writers: Masculinity, Identity, and Spirituality”
Advisor: Matthew J. Mancini

Melissa Ford
“A Bible in One Hand, a Brick in the Other: African American Working Women and Midwestern Black Radicalism during the Great Depression, 1929–1935”
Advisor: Heidi Ardizzone

Lou W. Robinson
“White Women, Race, and Rape: Narratives of Mob Violence in the Midwest, 1880–1930”
Advisor: Heidi Ardizzone

Maurice Tracy
Advisor: Emily Lutenski

2015

Brandy C. Boyd
“‘Keep Your Chin Up and Your Skirt Down’: Female Country Artists’ Struggles for Respectability within the Nashville Music Industry, 1952–Present”
Advisor: Benjamin Looker

Nicole Haggard
“Race, Sex, and Hollywood: The Illicit Representation of the Black Man–White Woman Pair in American Cinema”
Advisor: Heidi Ardizzone

Laura A. Shields
Advisor: Cindy Ott

Corinne Mary Wohlford
“Putting Government in Its Place: Cultural Racism, Sentiment, and Neoliberalism in Contemporary US Responses to Natural Disasters Abroad”
Advisor: Heidi Ardizzone

2014

Brian W. Greening
“Representing New Orleans: Race, Space, and the Spectacle of Progress in the Crescent City since 1965”
Advisor: Benjamin Looker
Rebecca Preiss Odom
“Negotiating Hyphenated Identities: Transnational Identity Formation of the German-American Residents of St. Charles, Mo., during World War I”
Advisor: Matthew J. Mancini

2013

Alexander Bayard Clark, III
“Forgotten Eyewitnesses: English Women Travel Writers and the Economic Development of America’s Antebellum West”
Advisor: Matthew J. Mancini

Jaclyn H. Kirouac-Fram
“‘Yellow Rolling Cell Blocks’: The Urban Bus and Race in the United States”
Advisor: Benjamin Looker

2011

Robert L. Hawkins, IV
“Natural Born Ease Man?: Work, Masculinity, and the Itinerant Black Musician”
Advisor: Jonathan C. Smith

* Winner, American Studies Association Ralph Henry Gabriel Prize for best dissertation

Joshua M. Roiland
“Engaging the Public: Toward a Political Theory of Literary Journalism”
Advisor: Jonathan C. Smith

Jody L. Sowell
“Divided Discourse: The Kerner Report & Stories of Separate and Unequal”
Advisor: Jonathan C. Smith

Jamie Schmidt Wagman
Advisor: Matthew J. Mancini

2010

Robert Pittman
“The St. Louis Movement in Education: Public Education Reform in the Gilded Age”
Advisor: Matthew J. Mancini

2009

Richard D. Marshall
“The Grapes of Wrath: John Steinbeck’s Cognitive Landscapes as Commentary on 1930s Industrialization”
Advisor: Cindy Ott

2008

Henry T. Brownlee
“Keeping Their Memory Green: The Pleasant Green Baptist Church in St. Louis, 1866–1950”
Advisor: Jonathan C. Smith

Angela K. Dietz
“Spectacles of Labor: Visualizing a Nation at Work, 1850–1920”
Advisor: Jonathan C. Smith

Robin A. Hanson
“The National Cemetery: Race and Sectional Reconciliation in a Contested Landscape”
Advisor: Matthew J. Mancini

Patricia Checkett Rooney
Advisor: Matthew J. Mancini

Elizabeth Schroeder
Advisor: Jonathan C. Smith

Alicja K. Syska
“Eastern Europe in the Making of American National Identity”
Advisor: Matthew J. Mancini
2007

Kimberly M. Curtis
Advisor: Shawn Michelle Smith

Sharon E. Grimes
“Women in the Studios of Men: Gender, Architectural Practice, and the Careers of Sophia Hayden Bennett and Marion Mahony Griffin, 1870–1960”
Advisor: Joseph Heathcott

John Hensley
“Dreadful People: Historical Representations of Ozark Folks”
Advisor: Matthew J. Mancini

Diana F. Pascoe-Chavez
“Pragmatism and the Frontier Narrative in ‘It Is’: A Magazine for Abstract Art”
Advisor: Joseph Heathcott

Charles (Rob) Wilson
“The Disease of Fear and the Fear of Disease: Cholera and Yellow Fever in the Mississippi Valley”
Advisor: Candy Brown

Ying Ye
“Black Initiative in Black Education prior to and during the Civil War”
Advisor: Matthew J. Mancini

2006

John I. Kille
“Re-mediating Racial History: Representations and Interpretations of the Amistad Incident (1839–1842) in the 20th Century Texts”
Advisor: Jonathan C. Smith

David R. McFarland
Advisor: Matthew J. Mancini

Jennifer A. Price
“Middling Desires: P. T. Barnum and the Visual Culture of the American Middle Class, 1840–1865”
Advisor: Shawn Michelle Smith

2005

Rhonda J. Armstrong
“Rural Women and Cultural Conflict in Contemporary American Literature”
Advisor: Shawn Michelle Smith

Valerie Padilla Carroll
“Re-presenting and Representing on Girl Power TV: Examining Portrayals of Resistance and Domination from Dark Angel, Charmed, and Buffy the Vampire Slayer”
Advisor: Kathryn Kuhn

Teresa B. Holden
Advisor: Wynne W. Moskop

Kristine R. Smith
“Following Buster Brown’s Footsteps: Leading Families into the Middle-Class Consumer Society”
Advisor: Matthew J. Mancini

Burton St. John III
“The Trail of Tension Between Public Relations and Journalism: The Unfinished Business About Using Propaganda to Move Crowds”
Advisor: Matthew J. Mancini

2004

Stephen A. Gibson
Advisor: Shirley M. Loui

Bryan M. Jack
“Bridging the Red Sea: The Saint Louis African-American Community and the Exodusters of 1879”
Advisor: Matthew J. Mancini

Eileen R. Solomon
“Kosher in the United States: An Examination of American-Jewish Adaptation”
Advisor: Elizabeth Kolmer
2003

John Glen
“How Shall We Remember Them?: Pearl Harbor in Private, Public, and Historic Memory”
Advisor: Shirley M. Loui

Victoria York
“Defining Moments: Narratives of the 1834 Burning of Mount Benedict”
Advisor: Shirley M. Loui

2002

Kent B. Bunting
“The Koan of Seiwa En: History and Meaning in the Japanese Garden at the Missouri Botanical Garden”
Advisor: Matthew J. Mancini

George R. Carson
“Teen Challenge and the Development of Social Concern Ministries in the Assemblies of God”
Advisor: Elizabeth Kolmer

Miriam E. Joseph
“Perceived Cultural Influences on Generativity Identified by Childless Women”
Advisor: James H. Korn

Robert M. Lee
“Henry Adams and the Construction of Intellectual Unity”
Advisor: Lawrence F. Barmann

2001

James P. Dohle
“JROTC: A Study of Two St. Louis Schools”
Advisor: Wynne W. Moskop

Jane F. Ferry
“Flavors of Culture: A Semiotic Reading of Food in Film”
Advisor: Kathryn Kuhn

Christine F. Harper
“The Water Wizard: John F. Wixford and the Purification of the St. Louis Water Supply in 1904”
Advisor: Shirley M. Loui

Carole L. Knight
“Survival of the Forest: The Evolution of Forest Park as a Reflection of the Social and Cultural Dynamics of St. Louis”
Advisor: Shirley M. Loui

Mark H. Kruger
“The Influence of the 1960’s Countercultural Values of Individualism, Anti-materialism, and Community on a Contemporary Intentional Community”
Advisor: Elizabeth Kolmer

Rodney G. Stephens
“Richard Harding Davis and American Culture”
Advisor: Elizabeth Kolmer

2000

Mary D. Blixen
“David Rowland Francis: Missourian and Progressive Public Servant”
Advisor: Lawrence F. Barmann

Regina M. Faden
“The German St. Vincent Orphan Home: The Institution and its Role in the Immigrant German Catholic Community of St. Louis 1850–1900”
Advisor: Elizabeth Kolmer

Patricia L. Gregory
“Women’s Experience of Reading in St. Louis Book Clubs”
Advisor: John J. Pauly

Loftin Woodiel
“William C. Quantrill: Deviant or Hero?”
Advisor: John J. Pauly

1999

Kamau Kemayó
“An Afrocentric Critical Theory and Its Application to Three African American Novels”
Advisor: Elizabeth Kolmer

Maureen Murphy
“Daughters of Sam Spade: The American Private Eye”
Advisor: Kathryn Kuhn
1998

Thomas C. Barnett
“A Utopian-Mythopoesis Reading of American Puritan Jeremiads: A Reclassification of Selected Seventeenth Century New England Pulpit Literature”
Advisor: Shirley M. Loui

Brian R. Hohlt
“‘Laws of the Lord’: The Political World of Peter Cartwright, 1824–1848”
Advisor: Mark E. Neely, Jr.

Jane Marie Holwerda
“Family and Social Class in Selected Novels of Edith Wharton and Theodore Dreiser”
Advisor: Elizabeth Kolmer

Alice C. Warren
Advisor: Lawrence F. Barmann

Valerie J. Yancey
“Attending the Dying: William James, a Resource for Medical Ethics at End-of-Life”
Advisor: Belden C. Lane

1997

Michael L. Banks
“George S. Kaufman: American Social Critic on Stage”
Advisor: Thomas R. Knipp

Dawn L. Elmore-McCrary
“Culture in the Basic Writing Classroom”
Advisor: Buford E. Farris, Jr.

F. Terry Norris
Advisor: Elizabeth Kolmer

Paul D. Nygard
“Man of Maine: A Life of Robert P. Tristram Coffin”
Advisor: Lawrence F. Barmann

Timothy D. Uhl
“The Naming of St. Louis Catholic Parishes”
Advisor: James T. Fisher

Matthew S. Warshauer
“Andrew Jackson and the Politics of Martial Law”
Advisor: Mark E. Neely, Jr.

1996

Jeannette Batz Cooperman
“Out of the Broom Closet: The Deep Hidden Meaning of Domesticity in Postfeminist Novels by Louise Erdrich, Mary Gordon, Toni Morrison, Marge Piercy, Jane Smiley and Amy Tan”
Advisor: Shirley M. Loui

Kenneth C. Kaufman
“Roswell M. Field, Attorney for the Plaintiff, Dred Scott”
Advisor: Mark E. Neely, Jr.

Andrew J. Madigan
“Countersystem Analysis and Social Criticism in the Works of Charles Bukowski, Jack Kerouac, and J. D. Salinger”
Advisor: Thomas R. Knipp

Sue Ann Tretter
“The Developing Ministry to Blacks by the Archdiocese of St. Louis: The Case of Monsignor John Shocklee”
Advisor: Elizabeth Kolmer

1995

Ming Chang
Advisor: Buford E. Farris, Jr.

Joung-Min Choi
Advisor: Thomas R. Knipp
Riley H. Maynard
Advisor: Shirley M. Loui

Jeffrey M. Ritter
“Local Television News: Content, Deregulation, and the New Media Landscape”
Advisor: Wynne W. Moskop

Elaine C. Tillinger
Advisor: Maurice B. McNamee

1994

Karla Y. E. Frye
“Landscape as Structure in Black Women’s Fiction”
Advisor: Thomas R. Knipp

Suzanne J. Loui
“Practical Transcendentalism: The Role of Nature in the Political Theories of Thomas Jefferson and Ralph Waldo Emerson”
Advisor: Wynne W. Moskop

Michael J. Steiner
“The Democratization of Immortality in Nineteenth-Century America”
Advisor: Lawrence F. Barmann

1993

Deborah A. Dey
“Pastoral Themes and Their Use in the Meramec Dam Controversy”
Advisor: Lawrence F. Barmann

Jon L. Dressel
Advisor: Thomas R. Knipp

Mary E. Waldron
“‘From Cornerstone to Steeple Cross’: An Urban Parish Rebuilds Itself: Saint Francis Xavier (College) Church, 1884–1914”
Advisor: Elizabeth Kolmer

1992

Diane E. Carson
“A Feminist Reinterpretation of Screwball Comedies: 1934–1942”
Advisor: Buford E. Farris, Jr.

David R. Duke
“Leo Christensen: A Biography of the Founder of Ethyl Alcohol in the United States”
Advisor: Lawrence F. Barmann

Helen Goldman
“Parallel Portraits: An Exploration of Racial Issues in the Art and Activism of Fannie Frank Cook”
Advisor: Thomas R. Knipp

Marla M. Hanley
“The Passion of the Ideal: Catheryne Cooke Gilman and the Role of Cultural Values in Societal Reform”
Advisor: Belden C. Lane

Katherine A. Smith
“Mother Earth, Woman Spirit: Women and the Feminine Character as Symbol and Reality in the Nineteenth Century Plains Indian Culture”
Advisor: Elizabeth Kolmer

Maria F. Snitzer
“Telling the Lives of Kate Chopin, Edith Wharton, and Willa Cather: The Effects of Social Change and Ideology upon Literary Biography”
Advisor: Thomas R. Knipp

1990

Janice I. Brandon-Falcone
“Biography as Prism: The Life of C. F. Runcie”
Advisor: Elizabeth Kolmer

Joanne Fritz
“A Popular Poet Meets the Twentieth Century: Edgar A. Guest and Middle-Class Morality”
Advisor: Elizabeth Kolmer
Christopher W. Gregory
“Perpetual Purification and Developing Sense of Self: The Evolving Theology and Person of Adin Ballou”
Advisors: Elizabeth Kolmer

Mary E. Young
“Aunt Jemima and the Dragon Lady: Ethnicity and Gender in the Selected Writings of African-American and Chinese-American Women Writers”
Advisors: Elizabeth Kolmer

1989
David N. Falcone
“John Peter Altgeld: Progressive Apologist for Social Justice”
Advisors: Elizabeth Kolmer

Stephen F. Huss
“Take No Advantage: The Biography of Robert Campbell”
Advisors: Elizabeth Kolmer

William N. Koch
“An Unexpected American Apocalypse: Eschatology in the Thought of Thomas Merton and Its Significance for the Myth of America”
Advisors: Belden C. Lane

Peter J. Poletti, Jr.
Advisors: Lawrence F. Barmann

1987
Harry T. Finkelston
“Selected Public Sculpture in St. Louis, Missouri, 1868–1914: A Study in Values and Attitudes”
Advisors: Elizabeth Kolmer

Cecilia Lacks
“Documentary Photography: A Way of Looking at Ourselves”
Advisors: Helen I. Mandeville

Leland R. Stevens
“The Americanization of the Missouri Synod as Reflected within the Lutheran Witness”
Advisors: Belden C. Lane

1986
Wayne Arthur Mehrhoff
“The Rainbow and the People: The Jefferson National Expansion Memorial as Symbolic Landscape”
Advisors: Belden C. Lane

Thomas C. Nickolai
“Fr. David Phelan and the Process of Americanization: The Social Question and the German-American Controversy”
Advisors: Elizabeth Kolmer

Mary M. O’Brien
“The Female Hero in the Speculative Literature of the Twentieth Century: An Evolution of Adamic Eve”
Advisors: Helen I. Mandeville

Margaret M. Young
“Exposing the Myth of Bliss: Marriage and the Female Adam in the Fiction of Kate Chopin”
Advisors: Thomas R. Knipp

1985
Susan M. Musgrove
“Charles A. Lindbergh and the American Dilemma: Tension and Resolution in the Conflict between Technology and Human Values”
Advisors: Belden C. Lane

Richard D. Wells
“Elizabeth Green: A Patronage Portrait”
Advisors: Lawrence F. Barmann

1984
Gerald C. Boyer
Advisors: Elizabeth Kolmer

Sharon A. Brown
“Making a Memorial: Developing the Jefferson National Expansion Memorial National Historic Site, 1933–1980”
Advisors: Elizabeth Kolmer
Elizabeth Burnett
Advisor: Belden C. Lane

William R. Hart
“By the River Gently Flowing”
Advisor: Helen I. Mandeville

1983

Kathleen Ann Dempsey
“Irrationality in Current American Culture”
Advisor: Thomas R. Knipp

April L. Hamel
“The Jefferson National Expansion Memorial: A Depression Relief Project”
Advisor: Martin Towey

Patricia J. Martin
“Aspects of Equality for Women in Selected Best Selling Novels of the 1920s and 1970s”
Advisor: Elizabeth Kolmer

Maryann Rossi
Advisor: Elizabeth Kolmer

1982

John G. Bayer, Jr.
“The Shifting Function of Rhetoric in Early Nineteenth-Century American Education and Belles Lettres”
Advisor: Walter J. Ong

Cheryl R. Kiley
“The Career and Films of Dudley Nichols”
Advisor: James Scott

Kathleen M. Puhr
“Novelistic Responses to the Vietnam War”
Advisor: Helen I. Mandeville

Regina Siegfried
“Conspicuous by Her Absence: Amherst’s Religious Tradition and Emily Dickinson’s Own Growth in Faith”
Advisor: Belden C. Lane

1981

Joseph Francis Olszewski
“American Theater in the Sixties and Seventies: The Non-Broadway Stage and Its Playwrights”
Advisor: Elizabeth Kolmer

Rebecca J. Weseley
“The Triumph of the System: Alexander Berkman, Anarchism, and America”
Advisor: Elizabeth Kolmer

Susan Sias Waugh McDonald
Advisor: Helen I. Mandeville

1980

Gertrude C. Byers
“American Journalism and China, 1945–1950”
Advisor: T. Michael Ruddy

Richard G. Caram
Advisor: Helen I. Mandeville

Donald P. Hallmark
“Chicago Sculptor Richard W. Bock: Social and Artistic Demands at the Turn of the Twentieth Century”
Advisor: Elizabeth Kolmer

Mary S. O’Brien
Advisor: Elizabeth Kolmer

1979

Joanne M. Hanrahan
“Admonition and Nurture: Views of Childhood and Youth in the American Periodical Press, 1820–1850”
Advisor: Elizabeth Kolmer
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Advisor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Catherine L. Tudish</td>
<td>“The Schlemiel and the Reality Instructor: Moral Tension in the Novels of Saul Bellow”</td>
<td>Helen I. Mandeville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd A. Hunter</td>
<td>“The Sacred South: Postwar Confederates and the Sacralization of Southern Culture”</td>
<td>Elizabeth Kolmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Jane Earle Johnson</td>
<td>“Rock Music as a Reflector of Social Attitudes among Youth in America during the 1960s”</td>
<td>Helen I. Mandeville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dennis R. Lubeck</td>
<td>“University City: A Suburban Community’s Response to Civil Rights, 1959–1970”</td>
<td>Frederick J. Dobney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen Canada</td>
<td>“The Quiet Ones: A Cameo Study of Another Kind of Texas, 1854–1900”</td>
<td>John Francis Bannon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James R. McKee</td>
<td>“Kit Carson: Man of Fact and Fiction”</td>
<td>Elizabeth Kolmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Glen Walrond</td>
<td>“Winston Churchill and the St. Louis Progressives, 1900–1916”</td>
<td>Elizabeth Kolmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theodore Y. Blumoff</td>
<td>“Popular Fiction and the Creation of a Cold War Consensus: 1943–1952”</td>
<td>Wolfgang Karrer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Russell David</td>
<td>“Tragedy in Ragtime: Black Folktales from St. Louis”</td>
<td>Elizabeth Kolmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Arnold Medler</td>
<td>“Howells, Wright and the Theme of Social Protest: A Comparison Using Selected Works”</td>
<td>Helen I. Mandeville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlotte Rohrbach</td>
<td>“Willa Cather, An Historian of Western Webster County, Nebraska: An Inquiry”</td>
<td>Elizabeth Kolmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaine Stern</td>
<td>“The Conservative Gesture amidst Decades of Change: Jack Kerouac and William Saroyan”</td>
<td>Albert Montesi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martha O. Cruz</td>
<td>“The Regionalist Triumvirate and the ‘American Program’: Thomas Hart Benton, Grant Wood, and John Stewart Curry”</td>
<td>Elizabeth Kolmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Lynn Snowden</td>
<td>“Rail Passenger Service in the United States since the Nineteen Thirties: Its Decline, Nostalgia, and Esthetics (with Emphasis on Greater St. Louis)”</td>
<td>Elizabeth Kolmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Martin Stasa</td>
<td>“A Comparative Study on the Detroit and St. Louis Sokols’ Efforts to Preserve Czech Culture since World War II”</td>
<td>Elizabeth Kolmer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Roger Lee Whitlow
“A Socio-critical History of Nineteenth-Century Fiction Written by Black Americans”
Advisor: Elizabeth Kolmer

1973

Daniel Joseph Conoyer
“Missouri’s Little Dixie: A Geographical Delineation”
Advisor: Dennis K. Ehrhardt

Milton Steven Katz
Advisor: Jean-Robert Leguey-Feilleux

Mary Forrest Dowling
“The Saint Louis Movement: Reconstruction of the Individual and the Nation through Speculative Philosophy”
Advisor: Joseph G. Knapp

Rosemary Esterkamp
“Mark Twain’s Pessimism: A Reconsideration”
Advisor: Theodore Haddin

Mary Hayes
“Politics and Government in Colonial Saint Louis: A Study in the Growth of Political Awareness, 1764–1803”
Advisor: William Barnaby Faherty

Richard Harold Patterson
“Harris Teachers College: 1904–1966”
Advisor: Elizabeth Kolmer

1972

1970

Verlyn Lloyd Barker
“John W. Nevin: His Place in American Intellectual Thought”
Advisor: Elizabeth Kolmer

1969

Philip J. Anderson
“The Simple Builders: The Shakers, Their Villages and Architecture”
Advisor: Martin F. Hasting

Edward Eugene Foushee
“The Reciprocal Influence between Clergy and Laity on Social Issues: An Historical Investigation of Missouri’s Presbyterian Clergy in Marion County on the Subject of Abolition, 1835–1845”
Advisor: Edward J. Maguire

1968

Mary Nivard Fitzgerald
“The Mind of the American Expatriate”
Advisor: Joseph G. Knapp

Frances Alberta McAllister
“The Lakota Sioux: Their Ceremonies and Recreations”
Advisor: Martin F. Hasting

Linda Anne Mitchell McKee
“Captain Isaac Hull and the Portsmouth Navy Yard, 1813–1815”
Advisor: Martin F. Hasting

1967

John L. Oldani
“The Woman as Reformer: A Facet of the American Character”
Advisor: Martin F. Hasting

Berkley Kalin
“Social Criticism in Twentieth Century American Poetry”
Advisor: Martin F. Hasting
Dolores Jane Meyer
“Excursion Steamboating on the Mississippi with Streckfus Steamers, Inc.”
Advisor: Martin F. Hasting

Mary C. Taylor
“A History of the Foundations of Catholicism in Northern New York”
Advisor: Martin F. Hasting

1966

Kevin Corrigan Kearns
“The History of the Acquisition, Development and Restoration of Forest Park: 1870–1910”
Advisor: Martin F. Hasting

1965

Albert Joseph Patrick McCarthy
“The Oswego River: A Study in Historical Geography”
Advisor: Martin F. Hasting